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1. FameGo is an online shopping website. Here is the equipment for sale:

I need new equipment for skydiving.

CarlosCarlos

I have the paddles and goggles, but I 
have to buy a new helmet for rafting. 

MilaMila

My father and I are going to do ice 
climbing, so we need its equipment.

HarperHarper

I am planning to go kayaking, but I don’t 
have any equipment.

BobbyBobby

Carlos and his friends see the post and they are talking about it.

Just pay $350!

famego Send Login

A good chance�� Buy all of them!

Report Logan Levi

Message the seller:

Looking at the information above, who can buy the equipment?
A) Carlos B) Harper C) Mila  D) Bobby

2. Daniel bought a book from the bookshop last week. Here are the contents:

Daniel is going to try bungee jumping next week. He needs to learn the things that protects him from injuries.
Which of the following pages SHOULD Daniel read? 
A) 20 B) 30  C) 35 D) 40
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3. Amy goes trekking every day and she takes notes about how long she walks each day. She puts emoticons 
according to her performance.

Monday 5 km

Tuesday 7 km

Wednesday 9 km

Thursday 3 km

Friday 1 km

Amy - - - -.
A) does her best performance on the first day of the week
B) never goes trekking on weekdays
C) feels happy on Friday because she walks the longest way
D) walks longer on Tuesday than on Thursday

4. The visual below shows Derek and his friends’ favourite websites.

FAMEGAME

FAME
GAME

MORE...

Derek Carol Michael

@fatma_uyar_english

Ruth

Which of the following statements DOES NOT match with Derek and his friends’ Internet habits?
A) I read the news on the Internet every day. B) Delicious recipes attract me.
C) I am crazy about social media. D) Let’s learn more about my favourite sports.

5. 
Eric and his friends have Instagram accounts and they share posts about their interests. Eric 
gives information about his favourite books. Susan shares videos about new technological devices. 
Pete gives some tips about how to be trendy. 

According to the information above, which of the following is CORRECT? 
A) All the children share posts about different topics.
B) The children’s purpose of using the Internet is to get new information.
C) Two of the children are interested in the latest fashion.
D) Eric and Pete are both crazy about reading books.
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6. David asks how often Linda uses the communication 
ways below. Here are Linda’s answers:

WAYS ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER
talking on
the phone

texting
messages

sending
letters

writing
emails

According to the information above, which of the 
following is CORRECT? 
A) Linda prefers writing letters to using technological 

ways.
B) Linda’s favourite communication way is making 

phone calls.
C) Communicating via technological devices doesn’t 

attract Linda.
D) Sending an email is the best way to communicate 

for Linda.

7. Ms. Uyar wants her students to talk about the 
recipes of their favourite dishes. Here are the 
students’ answers:

MarkMark

AndreaAndrea

Eggs, flour, 
milk and salt.

The necessary things to 
cook my favourite dish are 
yoghurt, garlic and pasta.

You should fry 
potatoes in hot 

olive oil. First, mix all the 
ingredients and 

add spices.
BarbaraBarbara

MartinMartin

According to the statements above, which two 
students talk about only the ingredients? 
A) Mark & Martin
B) Andrea & Mark 
C) Martin & Andrea
D) Barbara & Mark 

8. Look at Jane’s weekly plan and answer the question.

Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in Jane’s weekly plan? 
A) What is Jane going to do on Friday?  B) Where is the concert?
C) Whose birthday is on Monday?  D) What is Jane’s plan on Thursday?
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9. Claire’s best friends are talking about their own personal traits. 

I can’t tell lies.

Kevin

I never change 
my mind easily.

Luke

Laura

I like making jokes.

I am generous and I always help my friends.
Nancy

Claire is sad today and she needs someone to make her smile. She is going to 
 call one of her friends.

Keeping in mind the information above, Claire is going to talk to - - - -.
A) Laura B) Kevin C) Luke D) Nancy

10. Sophia is organizing a concert to collect money for the refugees. She sends an invitation card to Victor. He reads 
the card and asks for some details about the concert. Here is the invitation card:

CONCERT

JOIN

OUR
HELP

in CITY HALL

Address: Sea Street, 1234 Avenue

Saturday
February 257 p.m.

Which of the following information DOES Victor need? 
A) Date B) Place C) Fee D) Time
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